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Success

• Course

• Job

• Career

• Life
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I began to travel throughout America. First as a student

and later as a doctor, I came into contact with

poverty, hunger, and disease; with the inability to treat

a child because of lack of money; with the stupefaction

provoked by continual hunger and punishment, to the

point that a father can accept the loss of a son as an

unimportant accident, as occurs often in the

downtrodden classes of our American homeland. And I

began to realise at that time that there were things that

were almost as important to me as becoming famous

or making a significant contribution to medical

science: I wanted to help those people. 
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Threats to National Security

-Visible: 

-outbreaks/bioterrorism

-

-Hidden:

-Failed basic health systems

-Catastrophic illness for poor

Evidence to Commission on Human 

Security
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“Appearances to the mind are of four kinds.

Things either are what they appear to be; 

or they neither are, nor appear to be; 

or they are, and do not appear to be; 

or they are not, and yet appear to be. 

Rightly to aim in all these cases is the wise man's task.”

Epictetus
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History says, don't hope

On this side of the grave.

But then, once in a lifetime

The longed-for tidal wave

Of justice can rise up,

And hope and history rhyme.

Seamus Heaney
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For the vision of one man lends not its wings 

to another man. 

Khalil Gibran 
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How does one actually carry out a work of social welfare?

How does one unite individual endeavor with the needs of

society?

For this task of organization, as for all revolutionary tasks,

fundamentally it is the individual who is needed. The

revolution does not, as some claim, standardize the collective

will and the collective initiative. On the contrary, it liberates

one's individual talent. What the revolution does is orient that

talent. And our task now is to orient the creative abilities of

all medical professionals toward the tasks of social medicine.
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Exercise 

• What have I learnt today?

• What will I do:

– To become successful and fulfilled 

– During the rest of this course

– In next 3 years
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